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Mastery vs. Growth 
 

 
Mastery learning “is an instructional philosophy based on the idea of setting 
clear objectives, providing students with opportunities for practice, checking 
for understanding, re-teaching in different and new ways if needed, and, fi-
nally, giving students more than one chance to demonstrate the attainment 
of the goal” (Scherer, 2013, p.7). Mastery learning has been twisted to  mean 
that students must “master” small segments of learning before being per-
mitted to move on (Wiggins, 2013, p.12).  
 
If the notion of mastery referring to learning small segments is rejected, then 
mastery needs a different perspective. This new perspective might be that 
mastery is about growing towards a larger far off goal. This view of mastery 
is about seeking  more complex learning challenges along the journey of life.  
 
Educators need to plan classes and daily instruction  in ways that will help 
more students become proficient. More students will become proficient 
(Guskey & Anderman, p. 22) if  

 Students understand the goal. 
 Students know the criteria by which their performance will be 

judged.  
 Students are given opportunities to practice skills and receive 

formative feedback. 
 Students are given multiple opportunities to achieve success. 
 Students are encouraged to seek assistance when they are not 

achieving proficiency.   
 
Setting cut scores 
New York State made a decision about how high to set the bar for student 
proficiency when the Common Core grades 3—8 assessments were first ad-
ministered. The bar was set so that about 40% of the students around the 
state were deemed to be proficient. It became evident that this policy deci-
sion resulted in contention around the state from parents. When the new 
bar was set, a score that would have been “good” was no longer  
“good” (Wiggins, p. 14). Setting  cut scores is a “knotty technical and political 
problem” (Wiggins, p. 14).  
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 “Setting percentage cutoffs on any form of assessment is an arbitrary decision” (Guskey & Ander-
man, p. 19). The setting of a cut point, whether it be at 65 or Level 3 for minimum proficiency or 85 
or Level 4 for highly efficient is a complex decision that is often made without considering the com-
plexity. The setting of cut scores involves some degree of professional judgment (Guskey & Ander-
man, p. 22).  
 
Teachers have been creating assessments for centuries and designating some cut point as 
“passing”. “Passing” may be set as answering 65% of the items correctly. However, one teacher 
may develop an assessment with more complex questions than another teacher. Therefore, a “65” 
in each classroom does not indicate equivalent learning. A third teacher may develop an assess-
ment with many complex items. A “45” on this assessment may indicate a higher level of under-
standing of course content than either of the scores of “65”.  Individuals who answer only 50% of 
the questions correctly on the Graduate Record Examination in Physics  test outperform 70% of 
those who take the physics test (Guskey & Anderman, p.21).  Likewise, less than 100% would not 
be acceptable for someone performing certain health care tasks.  
 
Student Learning 
The complexity of learning depends upon many factors. Three of them being what is taught, how it 
is taught, and the receptivity of the learner. Teachers can affect student’s willingness to grow. Stu-
dent willingness to grow depends upon “the value  learners place on the task and their expectation 
of success” (Cushman, p.40).  
 
Students need to feel safe as learners (Cushman, 2014, p.41).  Teachers need to support students 
as risk takers. A sense of fear inhibits learning. Students who are new learners of English may find 
the timed NYSED assessments stressful. Teachers can de-stress this situation through conditioning 
classroom “games.” Students work on practice test problems under timed conditions. However, 
the environment is supportive and affirming. Students can risk finding the correct solution while 
receiving scaffolding questioning from the teacher and support from other students. Mistakes are 
seen as part of the learning process rather than as “wrong.”  
 
It has been found that students place more value on learning when there is social learning with 
others, connections to student’s interests,  physical movement, an element of choice, or an intri-
guing puzzle. It was also noticed that  “as students came to expect that they could improve their 
academic skills through effort, their motivation to engage with difficult academic work increased 
— and so did their capacity” (Cushman, p.42). Students seem to be more engaged when they can 
research a topic and debate with  other students over opposing viewpoints. Students , like their 
teachers, have a sense of excitement when they succeed at a challenge.  This keeps the momen-
tum of learning. When teachers are able t o light the fire of student minds, that energy can be 
used to inspire excellent work (p.43) 
 
Mastery 
Mastery is not an endpoint. It is a journey of learning. Students take this journey and their pro-
gress is measured. Each student has their own journey.  The measurement of their progress on 
that journey (cut scores) may either encourage movement forward or may provide a stumbling 
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block.  Teachers may encourage movement forward (good coaching) or be one of the stum-
bling blocks (by creating an atmosphere that does not encourage risk taking). Teachers are 
instrumental  for providing a safe and successful journey for students.  One principal has 
stated, “We do not expect [students] to always achieve mastery since we are still in transi-
tion but growth should be demonstrated and expected for all students”  (Kim Hardwick, 
Principal, Clayton Huey Elementary School, Center Moriches, July 19, 2014, engageny.org)  
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